Evalua1ng Word Embeddings
‣ What proper1es of language should word embeddings capture?
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Hypernymy Detec1on
‣ Hypernyms: detec1ve is a person, dog is a animal
‣ Do word vectors encode these rela1onships?

‣ SVD = singular value decomposi1on on PMI matrix
‣ GloVe does not appear to be the best when experiments are carefully
controlled, but it depends on hyperparameters + these dis1nc1ons don’t
maOer in prac1ce
Levy et al. (2015)

‣ word2vec (SGNS) works barely beOer than random guessing here
Chang et al. (2017)

Analogies

Analogies

(king - man) + woman = queen
king + (woman - man) = queen

king
queen

‣ Why would this be?
‣ woman - man captures the diﬀerence in
the contexts that these occur in
‣ Dominant change: more “he” with man
and “she” with woman — similar to
diﬀerence between king and queen

‣ These methods can perform well on analogies on two diﬀerent
datasets using two diﬀerent methods
man
woman

Maximizing for b: Add = cos(b, a2

a 1 + b1 )

‣ Approach 1: learn embeddings as parameters from your data
‣ Oden works preOy well, especially if data is large
‣ Faster because no need to update these parameters
‣ Approach 3: ini1alize using GloVe, ﬁne-tune
‣ Usually works the best

cos(b2 , a2 ) cos(b2 , b1 )
cos(b2 , a1 ) + ✏

Levy et al. (2015)

Using Word Embeddings

‣ Approach 2: ini1alize using GloVe, keep ﬁxed
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Deep Averaging Networks

Deep Averaging Networks

‣ Deep Averaging Networks: feedforward neural network on average of
word embeddings from input

‣ Widely-held view: need to
model syntac1c structure to
represent language
‣ Surprising that averaging
can work as well as this sort
of composi1on

Iyyer et al. (2015)

Iyyer et al. (2015)

Deep Averaging Networks
‣ Why should these work?

Sen1ment Analysis
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Deep Averaging Networks

Other Applica1ons

‣ Will return to composi1onality with syntax and LSTMs

Part-of-Speech Tagging
‣ Text classiﬁca1on: label applies to whole sentence
Label = Posi1ve

‣ Tagging: label each word individually

‣ Next class: part-of-speech tagging
‣ Morphological analysis, named en1ty recogni1on, …

‣ Part-of-speech tagging with FFNNs

f (x)

??
Fed raises interest rates in order to …

previous word

‣ Word embeddings for each word form input
‣ f(x) doesn’t look like a bag-of-words, instead
captures posi1on-sensi1ve informa1on

curr word
next word

emb(interest) emb(rates)

Fed raises interest rates in order to …
Label = Noun

NLP with Feedforward Networks
emb(raises)

The movie was great

Iyyer et al. (2015)

other words, feats, etc. …

NLP with Feedforward Networks

Takeaways

‣ Botha et al. (2017): small
FFNNs for NLP tasks

‣ Con1nuous bag-of-words, Skip-gram, and Skip-gram with nega1ve
sampling are all similar ways to learn embeddings

‣ Use character bigram +
trigram embeddings

‣ Matrix factoriza1on approaches like GloVe are most standard

‣ Hidden layer mixes these
diﬀerent signals and learns
feature conjunc1ons

‣ Averaging inputs to feedforward networks can work well, will see other
approaches later

‣ Works well on a range of
languages
Botha et al. (2017)

‣ Later in the class: approaches to create “contextualized” word
embeddings

